Big Breezy Boat - PC launch
Go sailing with Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and Oculus Go!
Wednesday 24 October 2018 - Melbourne, Australia — Inspired by a desire to easily share sailing
with friends and family, Big Breezy Boat ships today on Steam and Oculus Store.
VR studio MarineVerse was founded by a small group of
passionate sailors and technologists, spread across the
globe and working together through the internet. Big
Breezy Boat is their second title focused on virtual reality
sailing after VR Regatta and incorporates experience
gained while working on the first project.
Big Breezy Boat ( B3 ) is a simple relaxing sailing
experience with co-op multiplayer between mobile and PC
VR. B3 is great for casual relaxing or a quick demo to
people not familiar with virtual reality.
B3 was designed for a multiplayer sailing with friends/kids
for people who own both Oculus Go and PC VR headset.
VR Arcade owners will be happy to learn that B3 is
primarily a standing experience.
For those who prefer sailing solo - there is a single player mode with a couple of islands to discover.
To celebrate the launch, players are invited to join an online Sea Shanty singing contest, submitting their
entries under #SeaShantyB3 hashtag. More information about the contest can be found on the game
Steam forum.
Big Breezy Boat is available today from Oculus Store and Steam for USD 4.99 and is compatible with
HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, Oculus Go, Samsung GearVR and Windows Mixed Reality headsets.

Greg Dziemidowicz, Lead developer, MarineVerse said: “I'm really excited for there to finally be a highly
accessible VR sailing experience for everyone.”
Greg Dziemidowicz, Lead developer, MarineVerse said: “I believe virtual reality can greatly enhance
sailing training, be a great way for all ‘landlocked’ sailors to stay connected to their hobby and introduce
more people to sailing."
Tя!cks-or-Tяeats VR, Steam curator said: “If you are looking for a chill way to unwind in VR and the idea
of sailing a boat intrigues you, then you may pleasantly surprised by this ⛵”

Essential links: Oculus Store △ Steam △ Website △ Trailer △ Press kit △ Enquiries

MarineVerse is an international team of creatives and advocates of sailing and emergent technology, with a
mission to inspire, train, and connect sailors and to share the unique feeling of sailing with a global audience. Big
Breezy Boat joins their fleet of virtual reality sailing titles as a entry level product. VR Regatta: The Sailing Game,
which is more advanced, is recommended for those want to race and explore bigger sailing areas.

